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What do those codes on a bearing mean? - Rush SportsJun 26, 2019 — W - Stainless steel
deep groove ball bearing. Code: (6)902 - This first number relates to the bearing type, typically
most bicycle bearings will be a 

boundary dimensions and identifying numbers for bearingsNote (1) Bearing Series Symbol 213
should logically be 203, but customarily it Number. Deep Groove Ball Bearings. 9.9. A89. Extra
Small and Miniature Ball Basic bearing designation system | SKF | SKFThe number and letter
combinations have the following meaning: The first digit or letter or combination of letters
identifies the bearing type and eventually a basic 
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A d D L Z E G B

22212 - 34.98mm - - - - - 15.875m
m

3-8mm - - - 84 mm 48 mm 15 mm - 15 mm
LiFePO4 32 mm - - - - - R1/8" -

22211 - 75mm 160mm - - - - -
22206 - - 75mm - - - - 16mm
22210 - 150mm 250mm - - - - 80mm
22206 - 380mm 520mm - - - - 106mm
22212 - - 260mm - - - - 86mm
22206 - 80.000

mm
170.0000

mm
- - - - 78.00

mm

Notes on Ball BearingsAnd then there are the completely off-the-wall bearing numbers, like
499502H. I have no idea what that number is supposed to mean, but it applies to what is 

1. ISO Dimensional system and bearing numbers - NSKDimensions of the width, B, if possible,
should be taken Bearing numbers for tapered roller bearings in the inch meaning and so forth of
bearing symbols forDecoding rolling-element bearing numbers | ERIKS shop NLWhat do
numbers in bearing series codes mean? In our Guide to In this article we'll focus only on rolling-
element bearings (ball bearings and roller bearings)
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22212 E Bearing Lgfp 2 Bearing SKF 51106 Bearing SKF Tmeh 1 Bearing

22212 51104 22205CCW33
22211 3-8mm 51106 p0
22206 LiFePO4 51104/51304/51105/5 10-35
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1305/51405/51106/51
306/51406

22210 51100 24
22206 51100/51101/51102/5

1103/51104/51105/51
106/51107/51108

R18

22212 51106 BB1-3155
22206 - - 209
22205 - - 10-35

- - - 6210-2rs
- - - R20

Bearing Numbers and Types Explained - Engineer Student numbers and types. What do they
mean? Bearing Numbers Explained. (1) Prefix : (2) Basic of stainless steel. W, Stainless steel
deep groove ball bearing BEARING DESIGNATION SYSTEMS - NSK Digital Magazine3.4.1
Bearing design and cage type for spherical roller bearings . basic designation is made up of
numbers, but some are Definition. A. These codes do not have set meanings when they are
used directly after the basic designation

How Bearing Numbers and Codes Affect Bearing LifeDec 1, 2015 — The first time you choose a
bearing catalog, it can be intimidating and confusing. and numbers that are unknown to anyone
who hasn't chosen a bearing before. or suffixes, it means that it is a normal bearing with normal
standards of form, 5 Features of Ball Screw Support Bearings for Machine Tool Bearing
Numbers Meaning |Types of Bearings. Type Code, Bearing Name. 1, Self Aligning Ball
Bearings. 2, Spherical Ball Bearings. 3, Taper 
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